Past chairs of CS: (from left) Juris Hartmanis, David Gries, Bob Constable, John Hopcroft, Dick Conway, and Gerry Salton, on the occasion of Juris Hartmanis's Turing Award celebration.

Not pictured: Rich Caruna (see p. 18), Ron Elber (p. 30), Don Greenberg (p. 29), Klara Kedem, Lillian Lee (p. 26), Andrew Myers (p. 15), David Shmoys, Tim Teitelbaum (p. 15), and Steve Vavasis (p. 20).
Priya Rajan receives the Jonathan Marx Award from CS Professor Dexter Kozen.

PhD's Granted

Bachelor's/Master's Granted

PhD's Granted 360
Master's Granted 1403
Bachelor's Granted 2408